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Abstract—In the current digital age, a pervasive shift towards digitalization is evident in all aspects of life, encompassing entertainment, 

education, business, and more. Consequently, the demand for internet access has surged, paralleled therefore unfortunate escalation in 

cybercrimes. This study undertakes an exploration into the intrinsic nature of network packets, aiming to discern their potential for malice or 

legitimacy. In the internet, 32 intermediate nodes are encountered by a Network packet before it reaches its final host. Our findings suggest that 

the time-to-live (TTL) parameter in certain IP packets diverges from the initial TTL by more than 32 intermediary hops. It's likely that these 

packets are generated by specialized software. We anticipate that malicious IP packets exhibit unconventional TTL values, influenced by factors 

such as the source machine's operating system and protocols like TCP/ICMP/UDP, etc. To gauge the effectiveness and value of the proposed 

method, an experiment was conducted utilizing the SNORT NIDS system. Filtering rules based on signatures were formulated to thoroughly 

analyze the traffic. Real network data, along with DARPA and MACCDC 2012 datasets, were employed as inputs for the SNORT NIDS, and 

it has been observed that the suggested approach successfully detects the anomalous network packets. 

Keywords-NIDS, SNORT, Network Security. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

We live in a digital universe where data is transmitted via the 

internet. Cyberattacks on the core network infrastructure or 

Internet services are always a possibility. The volume of 

malicious traffic is continuously increasing. We must safeguard 

our data and also our system against malicious actions that could 

harm our device or data. To verify all data packets traveling 

throughout the network, we employ an intrusion detection 

system (IDS). [3]SNORT is an intrusion detection system that 

analyses network data and generates alerts.  

A. Network Intrusion Detection system (IDS) 

Network traffic is monitored by an NIDS, which warns users 

when it detects any unusual activity. It is a piece of software that 

checks networks for illegal or dangerous activity. Any harmful 

activity is usually reported to an administrator or centralised data 

is gathered by a SIEM system (security information and event 

management). A SIEM system combines the outputs from 

several sources and uses alarm filtering techniques to separate 

valid alarms from false alarms [6][23]. A SNORT NIDS 

performs the following functions:  

1) Packet Capture- The above graphic depicts the SNORT 

working model, where we can observe networks in the 

form of skies, datasets, or any other type of data originating 

from clients that are saved in packet capture recorded 

mode. Based on the IP addresses they have, these networks 

are organized into hierarchical groups. [25] 

2) Packet Analysis- Protocol analysis is performed here with 

the network sniffing utility SNORT, which    also captures 

packets within protocol levels for a deeper examination. 

Now, the network supervisor may devote greater attention 

to potentially harmful data packets. [26] 

3) Rule set- SNORT enables users to quickly develop new 

rules following their software's filter rules. This enables 

network administrators to modify SNORT conversation's 

functionality for them and the operations it should 

perform.[28] 

4) Detection System- According to the rule set, SNORT 

detection depends on packet headers. It arranges rules into 

categories based on ports, protocols like IP and TCP, and 

rules with and without content. Employing multi-pattern 

matches in rules which do involve content improves 

performance. Especially when we are using protocols like 

HTTP. The creation of rules without a purpose gives no 

useful results.[27] 

5) Alert Generation- SNORT produces notifications for users 

based on the rule steps outlined within its configuration 
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file. These rules must precisely define the conditions under 

which a packet should be considered suspicious or 

malicious. This includes identifying the risks associated 

with exploiting vulnerabilities and the potential for such 

actions to violate the organization's security policies or 

pose a threat to the network, thus prompting the issuance 

of warnings.[21] 

6) Log File- SNORT will record each IP message that enters 

the network once it's set to record packet traffic. The 

administrator of the network will then be able to see who 

has connected to it, what operating system as well as 

protocols have been employed, & identify those 

individuals.[29] 

 

 
Figure 1: Working Model of Snort  

 

B. TIME-TO-LIVE (TTL)  

 In the realm of computer networking, TTL (Time-to-Live) 

refers to a field situated in the header of an IP (Internet Protocol) 

datagram. This field governs the maximum number of hops, or 

intermediate devices, that the datagram is permitted to traverse 

before its disposal becomes necessary. The sender of the 

datagram establishes the initial TTL value, which then 

undergoes decrementing with each subsequent device 

forwarding the datagram.[24] In the event that the TTL value 

dwindles to zero, the datagram is promptly discarded, prompting 

the dispatch of an ICMP (Internet Control Message Protocol) 

message back to the sender. This message serves to apprise the 

sender of the occurrence of the failure[1] [2]. 

 In the following figure, we can see Host A is sending 

network packets with an initial TTL value of 128 and when it 

passes through a router 1, it decreases its TTL value by 1. 

Similarly, when it reaches its destination host B, it shows its 

final TTL value is 124. So we can calculate the hop_count value 

by subtracting the TTL initial value (ti) from the TTL final 

value (tf), which equals 128-124 = 4ms. 

 

Figure 2: TTL decrement by Routers 

As we know, the TTL value is used in data packets by the 

operating system. Every OS has its own reserved TTL values 

for TCP/UDP and ICMP. Every protocol has a fixed TTL value.   

hop_count(t)= ti – tf                    - equation(1)       

In equation 1, ti is the initial or origin TTL value and tf is 

the final or received TTL value. Ordinarily, the hop count value 

for most network packets doesn't exceed 32. However, a 

minuscule portion of TTL values surpass this threshold. 

Research indicates that merely 1.28% of IPv4 addresses and a 

mere 0.01% of IPv6 addresses showcase TTL values that fall 

beyond the scope of fewer than 32 hops [11]. Table 1 contains 

the initial TTL values of all versions of operating systems 

[4][5]. In this table we observe that older versions carried 30 or 

32 minimum shows the TTL values and newer versions carried 

at least 64 TTL values. 

Table 1: List of Operating System [4][5] 
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II. RELATED WORK- 

Various works have been presented by the authors for the 

detection of the anomalous network traffic, some most relevant 

are as follows:- 

A. TTL-Based Review Paper- 

Yamada 2013 et al. [9] this paper presents a new approach for 

detecting malicious packets based on the time-to-live (TTL) 

values of IP packets. The proposed method involves classifying 

packets as either normal or abnormal based on their TTL values, 

with abnormal TTL packets being filtered as potentially 

malicious. Additionally, the method does not require updating 

databases for discriminating malicious packets. The authors 

suggest conducting additional comparative studies with existing 

methods to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method. 

Furthermore, the paper outlines ongoing research to estimate 

TTL values by sending ICMP echo request packets to the source 

IP address of an abnormal TTL packet and comparing the 

estimated TTL value with the actual hop count indicated by the 

ICMP reply packet. 

Paxson et al. [10] asserts that the majority of Internet routes 

(but not all) had less than 30 hops in 1997, he also draws the 

conclusion that the Internet's core has expanded beyond 30 hops 

and thus starting TTL values greater than 30 should be utilized. 

They have observed this, which supports it. Assuming 

insignificant, 1.28 percent of IPV4 addresses and 0.01% of 

IPV6 addresses have TTL values that are more than 32 hops or 

less below typical start values . 

Scheitle 2016 et al. [11] This work presents the use of TTL 

values for anomaly detection in carrier-grade networks. The 

authors capture and analyze a dataset of TTL values and find 

that a majority of IP addresses are TTL-stable, while developing 

methods to analyze and quantify subgroups of unstable IP 

addresses. They also investigate the correlation between TTL 

data and BGP data and compare the results with ping-back scans 

to determine anchor Hop Count values for multi-TTL IP 

addresses. The survey presents insights gained from the 

research, including the observation that passive data carries 

largely unbiased Hop Count data and that different subnet sizes 

show uniform Hop Count behavior.  

Kushwah D. et al. [12] presented a method for the detection of 

anomalous traffic based the anomalous TCP flag values. All the 

abnormal flag combination have been identified and packets are 

scrutinized by the SNORT system based on abnormal flag 

combinations.  

Jin et al. in 2003 [13], The IP header's Time-to-Live 

information has two intriguing features. First, different IP stacks 

use various start TTL values. Second, the TTL value needs to 

be decreased for each router that is traversed. Several 

organizations have explored the idea of using inbound TTL 

values to detect suspicious and perhaps faked packets. A 

method to use hop count filtering to protect against fake DDoS 

traffic was put forth .Its data collection and evaluation are based 

on trace route measurements to a small set of targets and fake 

traffic, which restricts their relevance to a broader audience.  

Vanaubel et al. in 2013 [14], stated that router fingerprinting 

may be useful for a variety of purposes, including spotting weak 

routers or strange TTL activity. Lightweight router 

fingerprinting method based on the router signature, or the n-

tuple of initial TTL values that a router uses to spoof ICMP 

reply packets. 

 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

This paper proposed a methodology for detecting malicious 

packets using abnormal time-to-live TTL values in IP packet 

headers. We know that, generally, an IP packet takes less than or 

equal to 32 hops to travel between source and destination. If a 

packet has a higher TTL value, we assume it was generated by 

specialized software. We mark those packets that contain 

abnormal TTL values as malicious packets and generate alerts. 

SNORT NIDS is utilized for the implementation of the proposed 

work. To detect malicious network packets using TTL values, a 

network intrusion detection system (NIDS) can be used. The 

NIDS would monitor network traffic and examine the TTL 

values of incoming packets. If a packet is found to have a TTL 

value that deviates from the expected TTL value, it may be 

flagged as suspicious. 

For example, if a packet is received with a TTL value of 1, 

it may indicate that the packet has been spoofed to make it 

appear as if it originated from within the network. Once a 

suspicious packet has been identified, further analysis can be 

carried out to determine whether it is indeed malicious or not. 

This may involve examining the packet's payload, source IP 

address, and other network attributes to identify any signs of 

malicious activity. 

The TTL (time-to-live) value of an IP packet depends on the 

protocol used, such as TCP, UDP, or ICMP, as well as the 

operating system of the sending device. Therefore, when 

detecting malicious network packets using TTL values, it is 

important to take into account the protocol used, the operating 

system of the sending device, and the expected range of TTL 

values for the network. Generally an IP packet takes less than 

or equal to 32 hops to travel between source to destination [11]. 

If a packet takes extra ordinary TTL value than we assume that 

it is generated by some special software. We mark those packets 

who contains abnormal TTL values as a malicious packets and 

generating SNORT alerts.  

As shown in figure 6, the proposed model captures data either 

through datasets or real incoming network traffic. The captured 

packets are analyzed by applying a signature based ruleset on it. 
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The first step is to check whether the packet is TCP or not. If it 

matches, the packet is again checked for invalid TTL values. If 

TTL range is invalid then it is marked as malicious otherwise 

legitimate.  

Similar approach is used to identify malicious packets for 

UDP and ICMP network packets. This process ensures that all 

potentially malicious packets are identified and logged for 

review, while the legitimate packets are allowed to pass through 

the filtration process without interruption. By sending alerts to 

the administrator, any potential security threats can be 

addressed promptly and efficiently, reducing the risk of network 

downtime or compromise. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3: Proposed Methodology 

In the above OS table 1 maximum all OS and their current 

and older versions included. Taking this OS data in our 

SNORT rules as TTL basis filtering of network packets. 

From the above table we find some initial TTL value set 

for TCP packet:   

{30, 32, 60, 64, 128, 255}   

We got normal TTL range for TCP-   

{1-64}, {96-128}, {223-255}   

Now, from this normal TTL range we can easily get abnormal 

TTL range:  {65-95}, {129-222}  

 

Similarly, we can find normal or abnormal TTL value for 

UDP or ICMP too.   

For UDP {30, 32, 60, 64, and 128} are the initial TTL value 

set   

Normal TTL: {1-64}, {96-128}  

Abnormal TTL: {65-95}, {129-255}  

 

For ICMP {32, 60, 64, 128, 200, 254, and 255} are the initial 

TTL values  

Normal TTL ranges: {1-64}, {96-128}, {168-200}, {222-

255}  

Abnormal TTL ranges: {65-95}, {129-167}, {201-221}  

Any network packets with these abnormal TTL values are 

identified as suspicious and require further investigation. 

 

IV. DATASETS 

To analyse our ruleset, we need to apply it to a dataset. In this 

work, the following datasets are utilized: DARPA, 

MACCDC, and Real Network Data. Table 2 shows the 

dataset details.   
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DARPA- To examine accurately an intrusion detection 

system, we need real-time capturing of network packets. 

DARPA contact off-line and on-line data were captured in 

1998 and 1999 evaluations. DARPA Outside sniffing data 

(Tcpdump format) and inside sniffing data (Tcpdump format) 

are used [19].  

MACCDC- The Mid-Atlantic Collegiate Cyber Defense 

Competition produced this dataset (MACCDC). The dataset 

that was used was taken in 2012. The dataset used in this 

study is around 1 GB in size and is in Tcpdump format. These 

attacks are carried out during a competition to instruct 

students by simulating real network circumstances [20]. 

 

Table 2. Datasets utilized 

S.N

o.  

DARPA  

MILL 98/99  

 MACCD

C  

2012  

Real Network  

1.  Outside 

Tcpdump 

 maccdc2

012_000

00  

 14 july 22 5pm to 6pm”1hr  

wireshark capture dataset”  

2.  Inside 

Tcpdump  

 maccdc2

012_000

01  

14 july 22 6pm to 7pm”1hr  

wireshark capture dataset”  

3.       -   Maccdc2

012_000

08  

14 july 22 8pm to 9pm”1hr  

wireshark capture dataset”  

 

V. IMPLEMENTATIONS 

SNORT filtering rules have been created as shown in 

Figure 4. SNORT is activated in NIDS mode. If any packet 

matches the rules, an alert will be generated and logs will be 

created as shown in figure 5. 

 

 
Figure 4: Developed SNORT Rules 

 

 

 

 

   Figure 5. Snort alerts in log files 

The set of SNORT rules as shown in Figure 4: are used to 

identify network traffic containing particular values in the 

Time to Live (TTL) field of the IP header. The TTL field is 

used to restrict the lifespan of a packet and prevent it from 

endlessly circulating in the network. Each time the packet is 

forwarded through a router, the value of the TTL field is 

reduced by one. If the TTL field reaches zero, the packet is 

discarded. 

The seven rules shown in the Figure 4: are designed to 

detect packets with suspicious Time to Live (TTL) values in 

different protocols. The first two rules are designed to detect 

TCP packets, specifically between 65 and 95 or between 129 
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and 222. These values may indicate that the packet was 

generated by an attacker attempting to avoid detection by 

using an unusual TTL value. 

Similarly, the next two rules are designed to detect UDP 

packets with TTL values outside the normal range, 

specifically between 65 and 95 or greater than 128. 

The last two rules are designed to detect ICMP packets 

withTTL values between 65 and 95 or between 129 and 167 

& 201 and 221. ICMP packets are typically used for diagnostic 

and error reporting purposes, and unusual TTL values in these 

packets may indicate malicious activity. 

Each of these rules generates an alert with the message 

"Malicious Packet" if a packet matching the specified criteria 

is detected. The unique identification number assigned to each 

rule, known as the "sid" field, can be used to manage and track 

alerts generated by the rule. By using these rules, network 

administrators can detect and respond to potentially malicious 

network activity based on the TTL values in network packets. 

After implementing above rules in snort.conf file. Following 

series of commands are executed:  

C:\Snort\bin>snort.exe   

C:\Snort\bin>snort –i 1 –c 

C:\snort\etc\snort.conf –A full –l 

C:\snort\log 

In this snort console command i’s value varies from 0 to 5 

processor variation and –c is for consoling and –l is for 

creating log or “alert.ids” in logfolder.  

After applying datasets and real network traffic, following 

results are obtained. It is observed that very few network 

packets having odd TTL values. It is possible that these 

packet are created by the special soft wares therefore treated 

as malicious packets.  

 

Table 3. No. of alerts captured by Snort 

 Dataset Total 

Packet 

Captured 

Total Alerts 

generated 

TCP UDP ICMP 

DARPA 958881 4256 0 4256 0 

MACCDC 4198011 2123 3 1999 121 

Real 

network 

Traffic 

92885 17220 63 1684

5 

312 

 

 
Figure 6: Result in graphical representation 

 

 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 

In the proposed work, we created snort rules to detect 

anomalous IP packets based on anomalous TTL values, and 

this work is beneficial to detecting malicious traffic. It is 

observed that very few packets have greater than 32 hop count 

values. They may be created by using specialised software. 

Further investigation of these packets is required. This work is 

totally focused on the anomalous TTL values. However, in the 

future, we may also check the anomalous flag values or 

window size to find out if the packet is legitimate or 

not.example, do not differentiate among departments of the 

same organization). This template was designed for two 

affiliations. 
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